A Path of Ongoing Progress to Become the Teacher I Aspire to Be

Learning to walk a path toward finding truths
Active listening to what the path provides
Be on the lookout for unexpected insights
You walk the path alone — but in company with others
Resolve to ask better questions along the way
Involve all of your senses
Now is the time to practice mindfulness
Take a deep breath every now and again
Hear the message of the path and prepare to walk it again.

Sample Ingredients could include:

- Participation in GoBabyGo
- SPED 315 – Fall 2017 [or other course of significance]
- Education Club or Kappa Delta Pi
- Field Experience Site or Specific Teacher
- A Movie or Video Clip in Any of Your Classes; i.e., Sam Berns
- An Assignment About Which You Are Especially Proud
- Passing Praxis!
- An Award or Scholarship You received
My Path of Becoming the Teacher I Aspire to Be.
Sample from a Summer Course